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6. Klasse / Englisch

Klassenarbeit - Grammatik
which or what; Will Future; Simple Past; Going to Future; Adjektive und
Adverben; Adjektive steigern

Aufgabe 1

Which or what? Put in the right words.

1.   Maria: _______________ club do you want to join, Sam? The computer club or the climbing

      club?

      Sam: The computer club, of course.

2.   Dan: Hey, Sam, there are two computer magazines here. _______________ one do you like

      better?

      Sam: That one!

3.   Mrs. Rose: _______________ is your favourite day, Jo?

      Jo: I’ve got two favourite days – Saturday and Sunday!

4.   Logan: _______________ is the first lesson on Mondays, Ben?

      Ben: Er – Science, I think. Let’s look at the timetable.

5.   Nicolas: _______________ stamp do you want, Ron? The blue one or the green one?

      Ron: The green one, please.

6.   Sue: _______________ time is the badminton club on Saturday?

      Claire: At ten o’clock.

7.   Grandma: You can have fish fingers or chicken for tea. _______________ do you want,

      children?

      Joe and Anna: Fish fingers, please!

8.   Lea: _______________ colour are your new sports shoes?

      Kate: They’re blue and white.

9.   Rick: _______________ number is the bus to London?

      Anna: Number 55 or 52.

10. Lea: _______________ cake do you like?

      Ron: Chocolate cake!
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Aufgabe 2

Fill in the correct forms of the will-future.

a) I ____________________ (be) a film star.

b) __________ she __________ (go) on holiday next year?

c) They _________________________ (not sing) in the church.

d) Mike _________________________ (listen to) the music.

e) Anna and Ben _________________________ (do) their homework.

f) __________ you still __________ (watch) TV tomorrow morning?

Aufgabe 3

Write down the past tense form (simple past).        

1. to know  

2. to drive  

3. to send  

4. to see  

Aufgabe 4

Going to – future
Write down what they are going to do.

1. she - a book - read
    _________________________________________________________________
2. I - my parents - help
    _________________________________________________________________
3. We - football match - go
    _________________________________________________________________
4. They - not - TV - watch - tonight
    _________________________________________________________________

Aufgabe 5

What are the people doing and how? Take the adjectives and make adverbs from them.

1 Dan is singing _________________________ (bad).

2 Anna is writing _________________________ (slow).

3 Mr Snow is shouting _________________________ (loud).

4 Ben is riding his bike ______________________________ (dangerous).

5 The baby is eating _________________________ (hungry).

6 Mr Smith is talking _________________________ (angry) to his students.
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Aufgabe 6

Comparison with Adjectives.
Complete the following sentences with the right form of the adjectives in brackets.

a) This soccer team is ____________________ of all. (bad)

b) Anna is ____________________ girl at school. (pretty)

c) A flight to Australia is _________________________ than a trip to Austria. (expensive)

d) I think the German team was ____________________ than the team from Argentina. (good)

e) This English test is ____________________ than our normal tests. (difficult)

f) The last story is the ____________________ of all. (interesting)

g) I think tigers are _________________________ than lions, (dangerous) but

    snakes are _________________________ of all animals. (terrible)

h) Doing homework is _________________________ than buying new clothes. (boring)

i) My big sister is ____________________ than me. (old)

Aufgabe 7

Tom's trip to Paris.                                         
Write Laura's questions. Use going to.       

How / get there?

_________________________________________________________________

Where / stay?

_________________________________________________________________

Who / see?

_________________________________________________________________

When / come back?

_________________________________________________________________

Aufgabe 8

Write what these people did last week. Use the simple past and complete the
sentences.

1. On Monday Ann ____________________ ( watch ) the seahorses at the Seaaquarium.

2. Jim and Tom ____________________ ( be ) at the cinema on Wednesday.

3. At the weekend Linda ____________________ ( see ) the gorillas at the zoo.

4. Mr Smith ____________________ ( take ) a trip to the Safari Park last week.

5. Yesterday Ben ____________________ ( go ) to the shops in the centre of London.

6. On Tuesday the kids _________________________ ( look at ) old cars at the museum.



___ /5P

6. Klasse / Englisch

Lösung Klassenarbeit - Grammatik
which or what; Will Future; Simple Past; Going to Future; Adjektive und
Adverben; Adjektive steigern

Aufgabe 1

Which or what? Put in the right words.

1.   Maria: Which club do you want to join, Sam? The computer club or the climbing

      club?

      Sam: The computer club, of course.

2.   Dan: Hey, Sam, there are two computer magazines here. Which one do you like

      better?

      Sam: That one!

3.   Mrs. Rose: What is your favourite day, Jo?

      Jo: I’ve got two favourite days – Saturday and Sunday!

4.   Logan: What is the first lesson on Mondays, Ben?

      Ben: Er – Science, I think. Let’s look at the timetable.

5.   Nicolas: Which stamp do you want, Ron? The blue one or the green one?

      Ron: The green one, please.

6.   Sue: What time is the badminton club on Saturday?

      Claire: At ten o’clock.

7.   Grandma: You can have fish fingers or chicken for tea. Which do you want,

      children?

      Joe and Anna: Fish fingers, please!

8.   Lea: What colour are your new sports shoes?

      Kate: They’re blue and white.

9.   Rick: What number is the bus to London?

      Anna: Number 55 or 52.

10. Lea: What cake do you like?

      Ron: Chocolate cake!



___ /6P

___ /2P

___ /4P

___ /3P

Aufgabe 2

Fill in the correct forms of the will-future.

a) I will be (be) a film star.

b) Will she go (go) on holiday next year?

c) They won´t sing (not sing) in the church.

d) Mike will listen to (listen to) the music.

e) Anna and Ben will do (do) their homework.

f) Will you still watch (watch) TV tomorrow morning?

Aufgabe 3

Write down the past tense form (simple past).        

1. to know knew

2. to drive drove

3. to send sent

4. to see saw

Aufgabe 4

Going to – future
Write down what they are going to do.

1. she - a book - read
    She is going to read a book.
2. I - my parents - help
    I’m going to help my parents.
3. We - football match - go
    We are going to go to a football match.
4. They - not - TV - watch - tonight
    They are not going to watch TV tonight.

Aufgabe 5

What are the people doing and how? Take the adjectives and make adverbs from them.

1 Dan is singing badly (bad).

2 Anna is writing slowly (slow).

3 Mr Snow is shouting loudly (loud).

4 Ben is riding his bike dangerously (dangerous).

5 The baby is eating hungrily (hungry).

6 Mr Smith is talking angrily (angry) to his students.
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Aufgabe 6

Comparison with Adjectives.
Complete the following sentences with the right form of the adjectives in brackets.

a) This soccer team is the worst of all. (bad)

b) Anna is the prettiest girl at school. (pretty)

c) A flight to Australia is more expensive than a trip to Austria. (expensive)

d) I think the German team was better than the team from Argentina. (good)

e) This English test is more difficult than our normal tests. (difficult)

f) The last story is the most interesting of all. (interesting)

g) I think tigers are more dangerous than lions, (dangerous) but

    snakes are the most terrible of all animals. (terrible)

h) Doing homework is more boring than buying new clothes. (boring)

i) My big sister is older than me. (old)

Aufgabe 7

Tom's trip to Paris.                                         
Write Laura's questions. Use going to.       

How / get there?

How are you going to get there?

Where / stay?

Where are you going to stay?

Who / see?

Who are you going to see?

When / come back?

When are you going to come back?

Aufgabe 8

Write what these people did last week. Use the simple past and complete the
sentences.

1. On Monday Ann watched ( watch ) the seahorses at the Seaaquarium.

2. Jim and Tom were ( be ) at the cinema on Wednesday.

3. At the weekend Linda saw ( see ) the gorillas at the zoo.

4. Mr Smith took ( take ) a trip to the Safari Park last week.

5. Yesterday Ben went ( go ) to the shops in the centre of London.

6. On Tuesday the kids looked at ( look at ) old cars at the museum.
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